Introduction
The bond graph, invented in 1959 by Paynter, is a graphic language for modeling dynamic systems. It displays, by letter elements and half arrows, the energy phenomena modeled in a system and the topology of the energy transfer between these phenomena. The bond graph representation of a system may be constructed in total abstraction from the mathematical model of the system. Even the individual phenomena may be graphically represented without considering their characteristic laws. This constitutes the physical level of the description contained in the bond graph representation.
The bond graph causality concept, presented by Karnopp and Rosenberg ͓1͔, orientates the calculus schemes in the system model. It is embodied in strokes added, one on each power bond, to the bond graph representation. These strokes indicate which power variable ͑effort or flow variable͒ is imposed on each element port. The bond graph is then graphically augmented to give the so-called causal bond graph. This constitutes the analytical level of description potentially contained in a bond graph representation.
Initially three causality assignment procedures were available for an analytical exploitation of a bond graph representation. These procedures are the Sequential Causality Assignment Procedure ͑SCAP͒ ͓1͔, the Lagrangian Causality Assignment Procedure ͑LCAP͒ ͓2͔, and the Relaxed Causality Assignment Procedure ͑RCAP͒ ͓3͔. Modified procedures of these have also been introduced. They are the Modified SCAP ͑MSCAP͒, the Modified LCAP ͑MLCAP͒, and the Modified RCAP ͑MRCAP͒ ͓4͔.
This paper proposes a set of alternative procedures. The dynamics equations that these alternative procedures enable to express are mainly related to mechanical domain formulations. These procedures are LaCAP for obtaining Lagrange equations ͑slightly changed compared to MLCAP͒, HaCAP for obtaining the Hamilton equations, BHCAP for obtaining Boltzmann-Hamel equations, and LCAP, HCAP, BHCAP for using the Lagrange multiplier method in combination with the three previous alternative procedures.
Using alternative procedures for causality assignment in bond graph language is justified by the following arguments:
͑i͒ specialists in some physical domains might want to use the bond graph language combined with their own traditional formulations ͑for instance in the analytical mechanical domain͒, ͑ii͒ alternative procedures confer richness to the bond graph language since for one bond graph representation corresponding to a physical level of description, there are several causality assignments which correspond to a plural calculus scheme level of description, ͑iii͒ finally this confers a powerful role in education to bond graph language.
The objective of this paper is then to provide an algorithmic frame in bond graph representation to derive a set of mechanical oriented formulations. A brief presentation of the initial procedures ͑SCAP, LCAP, RCAP͒ and their modified versions ͑MSCAP, MLCAP, MRCAP͒ is given in Section 2. Section 3 goes through the alternative proposed procedures in detail. Section 4 deals with examples for the application of the alternative procedures proposed. Finally, the conclusion shows the important features of such alternative causality assignment procedures on the use of bond graph language.
not resulting from a model inconsistency͒ which necessitate backtracking the causality assignment and ͑ii͒ the appearance of zero order causal paths of class 5 ͓4͔ which produce non-solvable algebraic equations. These problems have motivated the modified SCAP ͑MSCAP͒.
Causal conflicts and non-solvable algebraic equations are the manifestation of not respecting global causality constraints in the bond graph representation. MSCAPs are then the answer for preventing this non-respect of global causality constraints in a complex junction structure. The first global causality constraint is based on the basis variable order ͓5͔. The second global causality constraint is based on the cycle and co-cycle concept ͓6͔. Van Dijk ͓4͔ proposed two modified procedures each corresponding to one of the previous global constraints. In the opinion of the authors the two constraints do not have to be treated exclusively one with the other. In fact, the distinct algorithms, one for each global constraint, must be applied simultaneously in a unique modified procedure because potential problems associated to the non-respect of these global constraints may appear in a same bond graph representation.
However, it is worthwhile to note that even if these algorithms prevent the violation of global causality constraints, their application may be very tedious for complex bond graph representations ͑especially in the multibody mechanical domain͒. Thus one might prefer not to use these algorithms and one would rather backtrack the causality assignment in the case of a problem occurrence ͑causal conflict or non-solvable algebraic loop͒. This remark is still valid in all of the following procedures where the use of these algorithms for respecting global causality constraints is mentioned.
LCAP and MLCAP Procedures †2,4 ‡. The second procedure ͑LCAP͒ is more a mechanical domain oriented procedure based on the second order equations of motion written in terms of the generalized coordinates of a mechanism. LCAP was first proposed by Karnopp ͓2͔ who introduced the concept of Artificial Flow Sources ͑ASF͒ to emphasize the role of generalized velocities. Generalized coordinates are revealed not explicitly in the bond graph representation but through the corresponding generalized velocities that are explicit flow variables of power bonds. These generalized velocities are then indicated by ASF connected to the corresponding 1-junctions.
The equations are obtained by first expressing the kinetic coenergy attached to the I-type and gyrator elements in terms of the generalized velocities and the corresponding generalized coordinates. Then the potential energy is written in terms of the generalized coordinates for each C-type elements. The generalized effort is obtained by expressing the part of the effort at the ASF due to each effort source and R-type elements. Finally the Lagrangian function is analytically constructed and the equations of motion are derived from this Lagrangian function and the previous generalized efforts.
This procedure directly eliminates constraint equations and possible Lagrange multipliers thanks to causality exploitation in the bond graph representation. This corresponds to a formulation in an independent set of coordinates that can be compared to the partition coordinate method or to the method based on the projection matrix ͓7͔. In fact the causality assignment naturally determines an independent set of coordinates through the successive connections of the ASF. Then the substitution process for obtaining equations along the causal paths naturally eliminates the Lagrange multipliers. However as it will be noticed later this is not always the simplest way to express equations analytically.
The LCAP needs the Lagrangian function to be analytically derived before writing the equations of motion. This is one of the motivations for the use of the modified version of LCAP ͑ML-CAP͒. The second motivation for modifying LCAP was to generalize the Lagrange equations to other physical domains other than mechanics. For this van Dijk generalized the concept of generalized coordinates to any physical domain and presented MLCAP so that Lagrange equations could be directly written from the bond graph without expressing the Lagrangian function. However in the presentation of the procedure of MSCAP, global causality constraints have been introduced. Concerning MLCAP no reference is made of them. The point is that this should be carried out because applying MLCAP in its initial form does not guarantee the respect of global constraints. This will be addressed in Section 3 when presenting LaCAP.
RCAP and MRCAP Procedures †3,4 ‡. The third procedure ͑RCAP͒ is initially an electrical circuit domain oriented procedure developed for addressing the presence of nonlinear elements for which the characteristics cannot be inverted. This procedure is based on adding constraint equations in an implicit form to the dynamics equations. During causality assignment with RCAP, local constraints for junctions are not strictly maintained but may be sometimes relaxed. This results in possible conflicts at some junctions in the bond graph representation. The dynamics equations derived from the bond graph augmented with RCAP constitute a set of differential algebraic equations.
Finally, the modified procedure ͑MRCAP͒ generalizes the RCAP procedure to suit the descriptor form concept ͓4͔. In this descriptor form formulation, selecting a minimal set of variables for writing dynamics equations is not essential.
Alternative Procedures
The alternative procedures proposed in this section are essentially related to analytical mechanical formulations. They suppose that the bond graph representation is given for the system no matter how it has been obtained. LaCAP is for obtaining the Lagrange equations, HaCAP for obtaining the Hamilton equations, BHCAP for obtaining the Boltzmann-Hamel equations and LCAP, HCAP, BHCAP for using the Lagrange multiplier method in combination with the three previous alternative procedures.
LaCAP Procedure: For Obtaining the Lagrange Equations.
The Lagrange equations in the context of bond graph have been largely discussed in literature ͑see for instance ͓2͔ or ͓4͔ to name a few͒. These equations are second order differential equations in terms of generalized coordinates. The generalized coordinates correspond in general to the integral of co-energy variables of I-type elements but may also be chosen among the integrals of any flow in the bond graph.
When presenting MLCAP in Section 2, it has been mentioned that no reference was made to the global causality constraints. Here LaCAP shows a slight modification of MLCAP in order to respect these constraints. Moreover the concept of Artificial Flow Sources introduced by Karnopp ͓2͔ is used again to clearly emphasize the choice of generalized velocities. Though van Dijk ͓4͔ showed that the Lagrange equation formulations could be generalized to any physical domain through the bond graph language, LaCAP restricts itself to the generalized coordinates in the sense of analytical mechanics. There is no difficulty in adapting this procedure to suit other physical domains. The application of the algorithms for respecting the global causality constraint are not detailed here and can be found in ͓4͔. It is to be remembered that the application of these algorithms may be skipped at the price of possible backtracking during causality propagation. LACAP Procedure. Given the bond graph representation of the system: 1. Assign the appropriate causality for each effort and each flow source and nonlinear elements with fixed causality. 2. Assign causality according to the respect of global causality constraints wherever it is necessary in the junction structure. 3. Connect an Artificial Flow Source ͑ASF͒ to an 1-junction not yet causally determined and propagate causality through the junction structure elements.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the whole bond graph is causally determined.
End of the LACAP Procedure
Step 1 is classical in a causality assignment procedure. It deals with the elements that impose their own causality either because they are idealized sources of energy or because they have constitutive relations that cannot be inverted.
Step 2 is the new step compared to the modified SCAP. It prevents causal conflicts ͑that are not due to model problems͒ and the occurrences of non-solvable algebraic loops.
Step 3 initializes the set of chosen generalized velocities ͑one per ASF͒ and then corresponding coordinates in terms of which the Lagrange equations are expressed. At this step the causality propagation enables the resolution of possible dependencies. This implicitly organizes the mathematical equations as the partition coordinate method or the projection matrix method in analytical mechanics does ͓7͔.
Finally, step 4 iterations indicate the number of independent coordinates for the model. Lagrange equations are obtained by expressing the effort balance on 1-junctions where ASF are connected.
From an analytical point of view the previous expressions generally require the use of differentiations. This is due to the general presence of I-type elements in non-preferred derivative causality. From a numerical point of view this problem will be treated generally by conserving dependent variables in the equations. This gives a semi-state space representation ͓4͔ which may be solved generally by differential-algebraic numerical methods.
HaCAP Procedure: For Obtaining Hamilton Equations. The Hamilton equations are an analytical formulation of dynamics equations for a mechanical system. They are first-order differential equations in terms of generalized momentum and coordinates. One part of the state variables of these equations is the generalized momentum of the I-type elements. This corresponds to the energy variables that are also used in MSCAP. However, the other part of state variables are generalized coordinates and so are not energy variables. They generally represent the integrals of coenergy variables of I-type elements. This is different from what is classically used with MSCAP where the other part of state variables is the energy variables of C-type elements.
HACAP Procedure. Given the bond graph representation of the system: 1. Assign the appropriate causality for each effort and each flow source and nonlinear elements with fixed causality. 2. Assign causality according to the respect of global causality constraints wherever it is necessary in the junction structure. 3. Assign a preferred integral causality to an I-type element and propagate causality through the junction structure elements. 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all I-type elements are causally determined. 5. If the bond graph is not entirely causally determined, repeat step 2 if necessary and go to step 6. 6. If the bond graph is not entirely causally determined, choose an arbitrary causality on a noncausal bond and propagate causality through the junction structure elements. 7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until the whole bond graph is causally determined.
End of the HACAP Procedure
Steps 1 and 2 are identical to those of the LACAP procedure previously presented.
Step 3 makes here the difference and concentrates the causality assignment on the I elements in the bond graph representation. It is in fact on these elements that we can find the variables ͑gener-alized momentum and velocities͒ in terms of which the Hamilton equations are expressed.
Step 4 and then 5, 6, and 7 achieves the causality assignment in the case of remaining causality indeterminations.
The Hamilton equations are obtained by expressing on one hand the effort variables of I-type elements in integral causality and on the other hand, the flow variables of the same elements. The last remark on the differentiations for LaCAP is still valid here.
BHCAP Procedure: For Obtaining Boltzmann-Hamel Equations. The Boltzmann-Hamel equations are first order differential equations in terms of quasi-velocities. Quasi-velocities are defined as non-integrable linear forms of generalized velocities ͑for instance the components of an angular velocity vector in general motion or in the case of a non-slipping condition at the contact point between two bodies͒.
Writing the Boltzmann-Hamel equations may be useful in cases where the kinetic co-energy has a simpler expression in terms of quasi-velocities or when the system is non-holonomic ͑for instance rolling without slipping at contact points in the system͒.
The Boltzmann-Hamel equations in the context of bond graph are rarely mentioned in the literature. Brown ͓8͔ is among the rare persons who presented the Boltzmann-Hamel equations with bond graph language. He showed the applicaton of these equations to mechanical and thermodynamical domains. However dynamic equations in these cases were written before constructing the bond graph.
It is proposed here to directly derive the Boltzmann-Hamel equations from the bond graph. For this, LaCAP presented previously is used with only a slight change. The Artificial flow Sources are connected in priority to the I-type elements whose flow variables are quasi-velocities. BHCAP Procedure. Given the bond graph representation of the system: 1. Assign the appropriate causality for each effort and each flow source and nonlinear elements with fixed causality. 2. Assign causality according to the respect of global causality constraints wherever it is necessary in the junction structure. 3. Connect an Artificial flow Source ͑ASF͒ in priority to a 1-junction to which an I-type element is connected and whose flow variable is a quasi-velocity not causally determined and propagate causality through the junction structure elements. 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the whole bond graph is causally determined.
End of the BHCAP Procedure
Steps 1 and 2 are identical to those of the previous procedures.
Step 3 concentrates the causality assignment on the I elements for which the co-energy variables are quasi-velocities. They are the variables in terms of which the Boltzmann-Hamel equations are obtained. Since true velocities ͑which means integrable͒ are particular cases of quasi-velocities, some of the ASF may be connected to I elements whose flow variables are not really quasivelocities. The key point of this procedure is that the priority must be given to quasi-velocities.
Step 4 plays the same role as in previous procedures for completing the causality assignment of the whole bond graph.
The Boltzmann-Hamel equations are obtained in the same manner as for the Hamilton equations. It is worthwhile noting that an analog procedure may be enounced on the basis of HaCAP. In this case the dynamics equations are in terms of quasi-velocities and generalized momentum associated to these quasi-velocities. they can exhibit. So if a non-minimal set of generalized coordinates is used the Lagrange multiplier method may be used to express the constraints between dependent coordinates in the dynamics equations. Furthermore, in the complete set of equations, the constraint equations between the dependent coordinates must also be written. Van Dijk ͓4͔ already proposed the use of Lagrange multipliers which were introduced earlier in bond graph language by Bos ͓9͔. But places where the Lagrange multipliers were introduced do not correspond to the natural way they would be introduced, at least in the mechanical domain.
The algorithm for introducing the Lagrange multipliers in bond graph can be integrated into either of the three previous procedures. However these three procedures must be changed to reflect the fact that final variables in terms of which the dynamics equations are expressed do not result from the causality assignment but from a deliberate a priori choice. Before presenting the procedures for using the Lagrange multiplier method, three definitions are presented for the sake of clarity in the procedures.
Definitions
Definition 1: Strong and Weak Causal Determination [10, 11] . A bond gives a strong ͑or weak͒ causal determination to a connected junction if the causal assignment on the bond is such that the common variable on the junction is ͑or not͒ determined by this bond.
Definition 2: Generalized 1-Junction. A generalized 1-junction is a 1-junction to which a generalized velocity is attached and where a Lagrange equation will be expressed by an effort balance.
Definition 3: Constraint 0-Junction. A constraint 0-junction is an 0-junction to which a Lagrange multiplier is attached and where a constraint equation will be expressed in its kinematic form by a flow balance.
LCAP, HCAP, AND BHCAP Procedures.
1. Assign the appropriate causality for each effort and each flow source and nonlinear elements with fixed causality.
LCAP: ͑Lagrange͒
HCAP: ͑Hamilton͒ BHCAP: ͑Boltzmann-Hamel͒ 2. Choose the generalized 1-junctions ͑see definition 2͒ and for each connect an Artificial flow Source ͑ASF͒ onto its bond ͑insert an 1-junction if necessary͒. The flow imposed by this source is a generalized velocity and the corresponding effort is equal to zero.
2. Choose a set of I-type elements and assign a preferred integral causality to them.
2. Choose as a priority a set of I-type elements whose flow variables are quasi-velocities noncausally determined and for each connect an Artificial flow Source ͑ASF͒ onto its bond ͑insert an 1-junction if necessary͒. The flow imposed by this source is a generalized quasi-velocity and the corresponding effort is equal to zero.
3. Propagate causality from the ASF ͑depending on the procedure chosen͒ and through ͑M͒GY, ͑M͒TF, the 1-junctions and only the 0-junctions receiving a strong causality ͑see definition 1͒ on one of their connected bonds ͑introduce 0-junctions if necessary͒. Causal conflicts may appear at this step.
4. If the bonds are not all causally determined, assign a strong causality at a junction not already causally determined and propagate the causality in the same way as for step 3.
5. Repeat the previous step until the whole bond graph is causally determined.
6. Connect an Artificial effort Source ͑ASE͒ to each of the 0-junctions where causal conflicts appear, they are then called constraint 0-junctions ͑see definition 3͒, ͑the causality violation is of type 1 ͓3,4͔͒. The effort imposed by this source is a Lagrange multiplier and the corresponding flow is equal to zero.
End of LCAP, HCAP, and BHCAP Procedures
Step 1 is identical to those of the previous procedures.
Step 2 characterizes each procedure but reflects for all three the fact that an a priori choice must be made on the set of state or generalized variables in terms of which the dynamics equations are written. In the previous procedures ͑LACAP, HACAP, BH-CAP͒ this choice is guided by the natural way in which the causality is propagated through the bond graph representation.
Step 2 here corresponds in fact to step 3 of the previous procedures but with all the a priori chosen generalized variables fixed at the same time.
Step 3 reveals a particular way of propagating the causality through the bond graph junction structure. In fact all the local element constraints are exploited but the one with the 0-junctions.
Here is the key step in these procedures which will automatically make the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to kinematical constraints between chosen generalized variables appear. Flow bal- Transactions of the ASME ances on 0-junctions, the 0-junctions where causal conflicts appear in the causality propagation, reveal the kinematical constraints.
Steps 4 and 5 complete the causality assignment in the case of remaining causality indeterminations but with the particular way of causality propagation through the junction structure of step 3.
Step 6 finally achieves the procedures by explicitly revealing the Lagrange multipliers ͑one per ASE͒.
One peculiarity of these procedures, based on the use of the Lagrange multiplier method, is that they do not need to respect the global causality constraint, based on the basis variable order concept, since they accept the occurrence of causal conflicts during assignments.
Respect of this global causality constraint may be sometimes very difficult to anticipate. The Lagrange multiplier based procedures circumvent this difficulty.
For LCAP the complete set of equations is obtained by ex pressing respectively the effort and flow balances on junctions where ASF and ASE are connected i.e., respectively generalized 1-junctions and constraint 0-junctions. The effort balances give the dynamics equations and the flow balances give the constraint equations. For HCAP and BHCAP the complete set of equations is obtained by expressing the efforts and flows of I-type elements in integral causality, and the flow balances on 0-junctions where the ASE are connected i.e., constraint 0-junctions. The expressions of efforts and flows of I-type elements in integral causality give the dynamics equations and the flow balances give the constraint equations.
Application to Examples
Two examples are dealt with in order to illustrate the alternative procedures presented above. The first example is a crank-slider mechanism. LaCAP, LCAP, HaCAP, and HCAP are used to derive the corresponding dynamics equations. The second example is a pendulum. BHCAP and BHCAP are used to write equations for this second example.
Crank Slider Mechanism. The system and its bond graph representation are shown in Fig. 1 . For the sake of clarity the signal bonds have not been displayed for the modulations of MTF elements. Each modulus is a function of one of the two variables 1 and 2 . The application of LaCAP, LCAP, HaCAP, and HCAP is recapitulated in Table 1 where numbers on the different causal bond graphs indicate the step order in which causality has been propagated ͑encircled numbers refer to multiple strokes and squared numbers refer to added elements͒. The resulting dynamics equations are given in Table 1 .
Pendulum †12 ‡. The system and its bond graph representation are shown in Fig. 2 . For the sake of clarity the signal bonds have not been displayed for the modulations of the MTF and MGY elements. The MTF moduli are functions of . The MGY ratios are functions of the angular velocity components 1 , 2 , and 3 . The application of BHCAP and BHCAP is recapitulated in Table 2 with the resulting dynamics equations.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a set of alternative causality assignment procedures. It provides an algorithmic frame to derive different mechanical oriented formulations from the bond graph representation. Lagrange, Hamilton, Boltzmann-Hamel equations and these formulations coupled to the Lagrange multiplier method are Transactions of the ASME formulations available in a systematic way in the bond graph representation through the proposed procedures of this paper. A clear advantage of the bond graph causality exploitation is the systematic organization of calculus schemes. Furthermore this exploitation is carried out at a graphic level and writing dynamics equations consists of following causal paths. In the context of the mechanical formulations causal bond graph is a helpful way for deriving dynamics equations which can otherwise be very awkward to obtain. Perhaps the most spectacular example in this paper is the Boltzmann-Hamel equations where the three index symbols ͓13͔ are straightforwardly obtained through the causal bond graph.
The set of alternative procedures proposed in this paper is certainly not exhaustive. It emphasizes the essential distinction to be made between the physical description level ͑acausal bond graph͒ and the analytical description level ͑causal bond graph͒. The bond graph language is certainly the only graphic formalism that permits such a clear distinction. One can also find a fruitful comparison of causality assignments ͑integral, derivative and Lagrange͒ for the dynamics equation formulation in ͓14͔.
Causality augmentation of the bond graph representation has been used here to derive equations. An in-between use of the causality concept can give structural properties such as degrees of freedom, dependencies between storage elements or also the type of constraint equations ͑namely holonomic or non-holonomic͒ ͓15͔.
Without pretending to give a straightforward rule for using the proposed procedures it may be stated that LaCAP corresponds to the most common case of mechanical system modeling. If one wants to formulate one's model directly as a set of canonical first order differential equations in terms of the energy variables ͑gen-eralized coordinates and momenta͒ HaCAP should be applied. In cases of non-holonomic systems or systems with kinetic coenergy more simply expressed in terms of quasi-velocities BH-CAP will be preferred. The last three procedures enable the Lagrange multiplier method to be used for deriving Lagrange ͑LCAP͒, Hamilton ͑HCAP͒, and Boltzmann-Hamel equations ͑BHCAP͒. They may be alternatively used for systems with kinematic closed loops or non-holonomic systems when constraints are to be emphasized. This might appear useless in the bond graph language since other procedures enable the equations to be derived without the use of such implicit variables. However for some systems the use of Lagrange multipliers can be advantageous. This is the case for the example of a cam-follower system that has a point contact joint ͓16͔. Using a procedure with the Lagrange multiplier method not only simplifies the causality assignment but also indicates where to add the graphic structures ͑corresponding for instance to the Baumgarte stabilization ͓17͔, the Penalties method ͓15͔, or the Singular Perturbation method ͓18͔͒ that enable the simulation to be carried out. Otherwise simulation would be impossible due to the high index of the associated differential algebraic system of equations. Furthermore it is important to note that due to the use of the bond graph as a backup material in modeling the proposed procedures may enable the corresponding mechanical oriented formulations to be generalized over multi-physics domain systems.
Finally, the multiplicity of causality procedures has a pedagogical virtue. It enables several different formulations to be displayed within one graphic structure. This shows, in a clever manner, the relationships and the differences between these formulations in terms of energy functions, variables, and equation structures. Interpretations of these relationships and differences can find their graphical counterparts in ͓19͔.
Procedures presented in this paper are not opposed to each other even though some are certainly more efficient for simulation than others in certain cases. The procedures presented are just alternatively proposed.
